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A detailed system study is an essential for developing an efficient system.4 The system study gives an idea of then user
requirements. This will figure of the pitfalls of the Current system. It is helpful to understand and study the entire current
system.

The main objective for developing this project is to develop a discussion portal which consists of quiz
questions on different subjects. Students who want to take mock tests can use this application. It is a virtual
showcase for managing different types of organizations and institutions, academicians, industrialists. The
project Quiz Management System will reduce the amount of time spent by the employees of the company and
also provides a convenient and efficient means of reaching to persons using cutting-edge-technologies. This
application has a good appearance and is very easy to operate. It is very simple and easy to access at Java. It is
a very simple source code. It saves our time and money. This project provides a lot of features to manage in
very well manner. This project contains a lot of advance modules which makes the back end system very
powerful. The main objective for developing this project is to provide advertising facilities. It can help for
clients in developing their business by planning, creating handling and advertisement. It also provides time to
time current status information about business by advertisement. This project is useful for handling customers
information, managing employees details, taking orders.. The main objective for developing this project was
to automate the operations of the Hospital. There are lots of operations and functionality done in hospital
system, so I developed this project to automate all the functionality and maintain the data accuracy. As per the
current sceneario, the data accuracy and the computerization is accepting globally, so this project will give the
hospital system a new way to maintain the records. The main objective for developing this project is to
provides powerful application designed to allow companies to their human resource works and manager their
employees more efficiently. This project has various modules are covered where HR department can update ,
delete, modify employees details from database and manage employee payment details, work allocation
details, off shore details, recruitment information, short listed candidates, project allocation, experience,
education details etc. The main objective for developing this project is to provide the information about
passenger details, seat availability, price per seat, bill generation and other things. It can help for manages the
details of all agent, tickets, rental details, and timing details. The charges are different for different buses. The
charges also depend on the distance the customer wants to travel. It also can maintain their facilities. It can
keep to record information like schedule and details of each bus. The purpose of the project is to build an
application program to reduce the manual work for managing details through internet. An E-Commerce portal
which will allow formal and informal merchants in developing countries to advertise and sell their goods on
the internet. This would permit rural communities to make their wares available to the rest of the world via the
World Wide Web. The objective of this project is to create an e-commerce web portal with a content
management system which would allow product information to be updated securely using a mobile device.
The web portal will have an online interface in the form of an e-commerce website that will allow users to buy
goods from the merchants. There are two types of users available in the project, first one is Customer and
second one is Admin. Customers user have limited access right to access the system, while the admin users
have full control over the system. It can also managed daily transactions with intake and outgoing data. It also
provides time to time current status information related to stock. It can be used to store the details of the
inventory, update the inventory based on the sale details, produce receipts for sales, generate sales and
inventory reports periodically etc. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the
manual work for managing the stock. The main objective for developing this project is to managing users
contact details, phone numbers, and address. There a lots of other features has been added for online address
book and one of these is attaching a profile picture for particular contact. The main objective for developing
this project is to manage Student details, prospective Students, Student Marks Details, Student Attendance
Records and all the Students related data. This system is very useful for schools, colleges and universities.
This project is a student-level data collection system. This project contains a lot of advance modules which
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makes the back end system very powerful Java Projects on Bug Tracking System Posted on Thursday, May
12, - Bug Tracking System is the system which enables to detect the bugs. It not merely detects the bugs but
provides the complete information regarding bugs detected. Bug Tracking System ensures the user of it who
needs to know about a provide information regarding the identified bug. Using this no bug will be unfixed in
the developed application. The developer develops the project as per customer requirements. In the testing
phase the tester will identify the bugs. Whenever the tester encounters number of bugs he adds the bug id and
information in the database. The tester reports to both project manager and developer. The bug details in the
database table are accessible to both project manager and developer. When a customer puts request or orders
for a product to be developed. The project manager is responsible for adding users to Bus Tracking System
and assigning projects to the users. The project manager assigns projects to the developers. The developer
develops the projects as per customer requirements.
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system requirement of furniture shop management system Now, this method is intended in such the way that it takes
fewer resources to figure out work properly. it's its own type of minimum needs that we'd like to require care of.

Structure of the program: In day to day life, we will need to buy lots of goods or products from a shop. It may
be food items, electronic items, house hold items etc etc. Now a days, it is really hard to get some time to go
out and get them by ourselves due to busy life style or lots of works. In order to solve this, B2C E-Commerce
websites have been started. Using these websites, we can buy goods or products online just by visiting the
website and ordering the item online by making payments online. This existing system of buying goods has
several disadvantages. It requires lots of time to travel to the particular shop to buy the goods. Since everyone
is leading busy life now a days, time means a lot to everyone. Also there are expenses for travelling from
house to shop. In order to overcome these, we have e-commerce solution, i. The proposed system helps in
building a website to buy, sell products or goods online using internet connection. Purchasing of goods online,
user can choose different products based on categories , online payments , delivery services and hence
covering the disadvantages of the existing system and making the buying easier and helping the vendors to
reach wider market. Advantages of the new system proposed Choose products faster and easier at one place.
Alerts and real time reporting through Emails to both vendor as well as buyer. Reports generated can be saved
for future references. Future scope of the Project: Most generic consumer to consumer e-commerce
website,which covers almost all possible categories,with 2 level listing. Maximize benefits and minimize the
disadvantages of a common e-commerce website. User friendly, Vendor friendly environment. Download
Online Shopping System Source code.
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FURNITURE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - Download as Word Doc .doc), PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read online.
This project titled as "FURNITURE MANAGEMENT" is a network of facilities and distribution options that performs the
functions of procurement of materials, transformation of these materials into intermediate and finished products, and the
distribution of this finished products to.

The current Books and Library Management System does not eliminate the process of searching books within
the library campus. Students have to find books manually. They have to wait until they are not provided with
their library card and token. For receiving book they have to show their library card and wait in line for their
turns. The admin personnel also have to look manually on which day which person will take the charge within
library to manage the overall work. The project library management system is capable to store all the
information in the database from where user will place their query and get the results on the basis of their
query. Only valid users will be able to access this Books and Library Management System. Through this
Books and Library Management System it will be easy to manage accounts and various details of particular
student and employees working under library along with the records of book. This application has a good
appearance and is very easy to operate. It is very simple and easy to access at PHP. It is a very simple source
code. This project provides a lot of features to manage in very well manner. This project contains a lot of
advance modules which makes the back end system very powerful. The main objective for developing this
project in which is used to create a collection of photos to organize their digital photos and to share photos
using internet. It can help to managing photo management like downloading, uploading, scanning images. The
purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing details
through internet. This project provides a lot of features to manage all the data in very well manner. This
project contains a lot of advance modules which makes the backend system very powerful. It can also
managed daily transactions with intake and outgoing data. It also provides time to time current status
information related to stock. It can be used to store the details of the inventory, update the inventory based on
the sale details, produce receipts for sales, generate sales and inventory reports periodically etc. The purpose
of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for managing the stock. It saves
our time and money. The main objective for developing this project is to managing to calculate the average
grades of a student.. It can used to calculate the marks of a student through online. It helps to describe how to
manage grading system, give grading, results of grading. Today Online Examination System has become fast
growing examination method because of its speed and accuracy. Online Examination System is the simplest to
use web-based application for schools, colleges, university, coaching classes, training centers, certification
agencies, recruitment firms to conduct timer-based, completely automated paperless examinations. Online
Examination System has modules like question bank, examination , test setup, giving examination, calculate
results, view results, store test data, administrator module to manage examination, question and its options.
Online Examination System is also needed less manpower to execute the examination. Today, almost all
exams and recruitment tests are being conducted in online mode. The main objective of Online Examination
System as follows are: To provide an interface through which student can appear for examination online for
objective as well as subjective type question. To provide registration for students done by themselves. To not
provide facility of copy and paste while attempting the subjective questions on the web page. When the
student starts the exam the timer will start automatically and show the student how much time is left. The
question will be display randomly from question bank. Objective answer will be checked automatically by the
system from the database. The main objective for developing this project Shopping Cart is very important part
of any online store, it not only allows user to accumulate list of items for final purchase, but also calculates
total amount of all the products. An Online Shopping Store which will allow formal and informal merchants in
developing countries to advertise and sell their goods on the internet. This would permit rural communities to
make their wares available to the rest of the world via the World Wide Web. There is a seprate interface for
admin section by which admin can manage all the administrative task. The main objective for developing this
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project is to managing content refers to creating, editing, archiving, publishing, collaborating on, reporting,
distributing website content, data and information. Users can get the complete information about the any types
of content from the Internet. It also provides time to time current information related to content. This project is
meant to ease the process of adding and modifying new content to a webpage. It is used to add, edit, and delete
content on a website. The main objective for developing this project is to manage Student details, prospective
Students, Student Marks Details, Student Attendance Records and all the Students related data. The project
Student Information System is used to save all the reports about students and their academics performances.
This system is very useful for schools, colleges and universities. This project is a student-level data collection
system. The main objective for developing this project is to provides gives information about various
programming languages, general knowledge related questions, information etc. This Project gives a web portal
where students can share information with other students form all over the world. Student Forums allow for
different learning styles. Those students more focused and effective after school hours can engage at times
more suitable to their learning aptitudes. The idea of forum has been adapted from lots of forum in many
websites. It also provides for students time to time current status information related about many forums. The
main objective for developing this project is very useful in our life for train ticket reservation, bus ticket
reservation, tour information etc. It also provides time to time current status information related to our
booking. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the manual work for
managing reservation tickets. Ticket Reservation System will be easy to use and can be used by any person.
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About the project Employee Management System The aim of our project is to develop a system that is meant to partially
computerize the work performed in the Employee Management System. In this software we can add employee details
according to the departments of the company.

This is system generated and unique, which can be referenced in any other entity. Cost, colour, size filter are
given here. Content of moisture is given here Usable for: Any special feature is mentioned in it. Staff data
have to be saved in this entity and all fields are required for this purpose which taken from the user. Staff
name is taken from the user and fed into this it is properly validated so that no mistake happens. The phone
number is taken here to keep the member updated and for the confirmation of the event is also managed
through this method. According to this data, the discounts offers and other things are decided plus few other
things of adjusting the task of the user also with this. The location of the user is also mentioned here to make it
easy to the delivery and few other things too. From where he is assigned to give duty. The last rack to which
he is assigned to give his services. Username is taken from the user and fed into this it is properly validated so
that no mistake happens. This is the main supervisor of all task happening in the system for long. It is system
generated unique identity number. This used to uniquely identify every table in the database and perform the
crud operation on it. It is used to reference that table to any other table or any interface to show the data of it
and support other entities. It has all the power to make changes in the field of other tables. I grant the
privileges to other users of the system that what kind of operations they can perform. The logs are saved here
to analyze the system accordingly. A Strong password is recommended for this account as no one wants to get
hacked and lose the sophisticated data. Regarding this account is attributed in this. Admin assigns the wood,
tools, and staff to the customized item to make and then complete it on time as mentioned. Here we try to
make the module possible to accomplish the need of the desired function. Non-functional needs of furniture
shop management system- unit of measurement usually divided into 2 main categories: Execution qualities,
like security and quality, that unit evident at the runtime. Evolution qualities, like liabilities, maintainability,
flexibility and quantitative, that unit embodied among the static structure of the code. Non-functional needs
place restrictions on the merchandise being developed, the event technique, and specify external constraints
that the merchandise has to be compelled to meet Our project qualifies all the factors of helpful and not helpful
consequently and the system is up to mark performance device. Keep things simple and consistent: Use colour
and distinction properly: So it all working fine. We also offer report writing services.
Chapter 5 : Online Furniture Shop | FreeProjectz
furniture today s latest, furniture shop management system project, synopsis on online computer shop management,
signature design furniture, swot molded plastic furniture new industry, computer shop management system project
synopsis, computer shop management system synopsis.

Chapter 6 : Free Woodworking Software and Mobile Apps at WOODWEB's Software & Mobile Apps
Furniture system 1. Furniture System Fair Deal is a Furniture shop which sells different types of furniture for home,
offices, hospital etc. Earlier the shop use to manufacture selected items but with the increasing response of the
customer and their demand they have added items related to office, hospital etc.
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In our project "STORES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM " we have automated the stores of the central power distribution
company limited. In Issues module, we have tracked the information regarding the issues of the receipts for the material
that have been stored in the stores of the central power distribution company limited at CPDCL.

Chapter 9 : Stores Management System Project. | Projects
This thesis in title "Furniture Shop Management System" which is a shop management system to manage furniture shop
business and it is implemented with inventory calendrierdelascience.com are 4 main modules in this system,which are
profile management,inventory management,sales management and financial calendrierdelascience.com problem
statements of this thesis are the current management system does not have well.
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